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lnNerr York magazine, John F. Campbell tells of C.F.R.
influence in World War II and in post-War planning:
In 1939, with Rocheieller. money and the blessings
of Secretarv of State Cordell H1IiI, the Council established plailllilig. grouJls Oil political,
economic
II//(I
strategic problellts of the lI'ar, which, in 1942, were
transierred
along with most of their personnel directly
into the State Department.
Many of the studies whicli
culminated
in the new international
institutions
of
1945 - the United Nations, the \-Vorld Bank, and the
International
Monetary
FU1ld began as research
efforts at the Council.
According to Lukas in the Nell' York 'Times, a series of
discussion groups, scholarly papers, and studies sponsored
by the Council laid the groundwork for the Marshall Plan,
set American policy guidelines for the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization,
and "currently
are evolving a long-range
analysis of American attitudes toward [Red] China."t
When he was chairman of the board of the Council, John
J. McCloy wrote a private letter to its members in which he
euphernized that "The Council more than any other organization in the foreign field - has helped leading private
citizens to gain an understanding
of international
problems,
and many of them have subsequently used this knowledge as
government
officials responsible
for carrying out United
States foreign policy ....
"
Indeed, the C.F.R. has served as a virtual employment
agency for the federal government under both Democrats
and Republicans. The Christian Science lHollitor of September 1, 1961, confirmed this conclusion as follows:
Because of the Council's
single-niiuded
dedication
to studying and deliberating
American
foreign polic»,
there is a constant [lou: of its members [roni private
to public service. Almost half of the Council members
have been invited to assume official government
positions or to act as consultants at one time or another,
Anthony
Lukas comments
in the Nell' York Times
magazine:
. . . everyone
knows half' [raternity brothers call
he(1) other brothers climb the ladder of life. If YOll
want to make foreign policy, there's 110 better [raternity
to belong to th au the Council ....
''''hen Henry Stimson the group's quintessential
member - irent to WashiJlgton
ill 1940 as Secretary
of War, he took with. him Johl1 '/HcClo)" 1I'ho trzrs to
become
Assista1lt Secretary
in charge of l)erS(J1Illel.

AMERICA

ALLEN

McClol' has recalled: "Wllellel'er
lI'e needed II lIlall we
tllllllllJ~d through the roll of the Couucil memhers and
put. through a call to Nell' York."
And weI' the years the men McCloy called in turn
called other Council members . . , , Of the first 82
nantes 011 a list nrepared to hell' President
/{CIlIICtiy
staff !lis Stllte Depmt ment, 63 were Couuci! mCIIIhers . , ..
Indeed, the C.F.H. provided the key men, particularly
in the field of foreign policy, for the Roosevelt, Truman,
Eisenhower,
Kennedy
and Johnson
Administrations.
As
Joseph Kraft phrased it: "the Council plays a special part
in helping" to bridge the gap between the two parties,
affording unofficially a measure of continuity
when the
guard changes in Washington."
The following prominent Democrats have been, or now
are, agents of the Council on Foreign Relations:
Dean
Acheson,
Alger Hiss, Adlai Stevenson,
John Kennedy,
Robert Kennedy,
Edward Kennedy [Boston
Committee],
Averell Harriman,. George Ball, Henry Fowler, Dean Rusk,
Adam Yarmolinsky, Hubert Humphrey,
and John Lindsay,
Holding the fort for the C.F.R. in the Republican
Party
have been Dwight Eisenhower, John Foster Dulles, Thomas
E, Dewey, Jacob javits, Robert McNamara,
Henry Cabot
Lodge, Paul Hoffman,
John Gardner,
the Rockefellers,
Elliot Richardson,
Arthur Burns, Henry Kissinger, and
Richard Nixon.
But New York magazine and the New York Times would
have us believe that the Council has no hold on the Administration
of Richard Nixon. John Franklin
Campbell
even titled his article, "The Death Rattle Of The Eastern
Establishment."
Both Lukas and Campbell cited as evidence
of this the fact that a handful of New Leftists brought into
the fraternitv had raised a furore when 'Villiam Bundv was
named editor-designate
of the Council's powerful house
organ, Foreign Affairs.
That is really reaching! But the
squabble, real or created. was used to try to allay public
concern over the charges of George 'Vall ace , John Schmitt.
and others.

¥

(contin lied

Oil

page 2)

From America1l 01'i 11 i(11I , October, 1972.
t Furthcr

information on C.F.R. involvement with specific issues
be drawn from The Council 011 Foreign Relations, A Rccord
Of Tu'cl1ty-Fh'e Years, Council on Foreign Relations, New York.
1947. See also the a-rthor's hook, Nixon's Palace GlLard, Western
Is'ands. Boston, 1972, and especially Dan Smoot's Invisible
GOl'cntmC.'llt,
Western Islands, Boston, 1964.
may
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK
Gary Allen, in his book None Dare Call It Conspiracy,
defines Communism: "An international, conspiratorial drive
for power on the part of men in high places, willing to use
any means to bring about their desired aim-global
conquest." This definition can be made a little more comprehensive as follows: "Communism is one aspect of an international, conspiratorial drive by a self-perpetuating group of
men in high positions throughout the world determined to
devise and use any effective means to bring about their
ultimate aim-total global conquest".
In arecent daily news round-up, under the title "P.M.",
the A.B.C, recently referred to a report on school education
in New York. It stated that about two-thirds of schoolleavers were semi-illiterate; that 45% of children had taken
or were taking drugs; and that the venereal disease rate
among the children was twice that in surrounding States,
There is also violence amounting to terror, and the report
suggested that it may be necessary to keep children at home
and rely on TV for their education,
One aspect of the drive for total world conquest is the
corruption of the young, There is abundant evidence that
the promotion of drug-taking is a calculated offensive by
the Communists-the'
bulk of opium, the raw material for
the manufacture of heroin is grown in and exported, directly
and indirectly, from Communist China, recently admitted to
the 'brotherhood' of nations, The evidence, however, is concealed and falsified by the U.S. Administration,
Venereal disease is an index of sexual promiscuity, which
again is encouraged by so-called sex 'education'. And illiteracy is the consequence of what is known as "progressive
education" devised largely by John Dewey, under the Fabian
Society aspect of the total Finance-Communist Conspiracy *,
The corruption of education is probably further advanced
in the U ,S.A. than in other Western countries simply because the U.S.A. is the only potential barrier to world conquest by the Red Army. It is now common ground among
defence 'experts' (many of whom are under the tutelage of
* See New Education by Gary Allen; available from K.R.P. Publications,
12p.
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the Royal Institute of International Affairs, another aspect
of the Conspiracy) that the defence of Europe is now completely dependent on the presence there of U ,S. armed
forces under the 'umbrella' of strategic nuclear weapons,
U .Sc-controlled, but 'negotiated' into a position of inferiority
to Soviet nuclear weapons,
The consequences of perverted education cannot be corrected in under a generation at best; but if the cause of the
perversion is recognised and dealt with now, the Conspiracy
may be stopped and restitution begun, In a few years at
the outside this will no longer be possible, We no longer
have to deal with a conspiracy "theory" of history, but with
the established fact of conspiracy, Rectification of the financial system would go far, in the long run, to overcome
mounting social ills (the Heath Administration's policies
will make them worse); but such rectification is not possible
until the Conspirators are disposed of. And at the stage we
have now reached, the most hopeful tactic is the wide-spread
distribution and study of None Dare Call It Conspiracy,
and the calling of parliamentary representatives to account in
the light of the evidence it contains.
'
Who They Are

( continued

from page 1)

Contrary to what the Establishment Insiders would like
you to believe, the influence of the Council has reached its
zenith in the Nixon Administration, No man alive could
more effectively represent the Council on Foreign Relations
than Henry Kissinger, who is for all practical purposes the
Assistant President of the United States in charge of foreign
policy. Henry Kissinger came to the Nixon Administration
from the staff of the C,F.R. and received his appointment
at the behest of Nelson Rockefeller (C.F.R.) whose brother
David is chairman of the board of the Council.
Professor Kissinger's public commitments were in nearly
every case ·the opposite of those expressed by Richard Nixon
in his successful bid for the Presidency. But, after the rahrah of the campaign was over, the C.F,R. boys were brought
in to run the show - and Henry Kissinger was Number
One.
President Nixon has appointed at least 115 members of
the Council on Foreign Relations to key spots in his Administration, an all-time high for any President. A few of
these appointees are: Charles Yost, Stanley R. Resor, Arthur
Burns, Harold Brown, Maxwell Taylor, Lincoln Bloomfield, George A, Lincoln, Henry Cabot Lodge, Robert
Murphy, Dr, Frank Stanton, Richard F. Pederson, Alan
Pifer, Dr, Paul McCracken, Ellsworth Bunker, Dr, Glenn
Seaborg, Joseph Sisco, Jacob Beam, Gerald Smith, and John
McCloy,!
~
Richard Nixon's own membership in the Council on
Foreign Relations became an issue in 1962, during his contest with Joe Shell in California for the Republican gubernatorial nomination. After that, Mr. Nixon arranged with
the Council for his name not to be listed in public releases,
The C.F.R. admits that it is sometimes necessary for its
members to go underground. On Page 42 of the Council's
1952 Report, for example, we read: "Members of the
tA more complete list of Nixon appointees from the ranks of the
Council on Foreign Relations may be found on Pages 139-141 of
the author's paperback book, Nand Dare Call It Conspiracy,
available from K.R.P. Publications, 50p.
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Council are sometimes obliged, by their acceptance of
government posts in Washington and elsewhere, to curtail
or suspend for a time their participation in Council activities."
Richard Nixon has never repudiated the C.F.R., supports
its policies, and appoints its members as his top assistants,
He even wrote an article for the Forty-fifth Anniversary
Issue of the Council's Foreign Affairs Quarterly. In that
article, entitled "Asia After Vietnam," Mr. Nixon called for
"the evolution of a new world order" based on "regional
approaches to development needs." These proposals, formulated in the official journal of the C.F.R., later became
known as "the Nixon doctrine."
Whether Richard Nixon is a secret member of the C,F.R.
is a moot point. We do know that the Reece Congressional
Committee to investigate the foundations discovered that
there are a number of secret members of the Council including industrialist Cyrus Eaton and Senator William
Fulbright. Our guess is that Richard Nixon is among them.
Consider, after all, Mr. Nixon's C.F.R. foreign policy a subject in which he has certainly earned his scarlet A,
Disarmament without inspections, increased "trade" with
the Communists, and detente with Soviet Russia and Red
China are all hallmarks of the C,F.R. platform which contradict the Republican Party Platform of 1968, But, once in
the White House, Mr. Nixon ignored the Republican Platform on which he was elected and proceeded to follow the
dictates of the Council on Foreign Relations, The obvious
question is: What are President Nixon and the C.F.R. trying
to accomplish?
The goal of the Establishment Insiders is a World
Government under their control. Let us explain.
The Council on Foreign Relations was created in the
aftermath of World War I, when it became clear that
America was not going to join the Insiders' League of
Nations, an early effort to create a formal World Government, Among the funding fathers of the Council were such
potentates of international banking as J, P. Morgan, John
D. Rockefeller, Paul Warburg, Otto Kahn, and Jacob
Schiff. It was the same clique which had engineered the
establishment of the Federal Reserve System, They were
also responsible for the Marxist graduated income-tax, which
they avoided for themselves by at the same time creating
their own tax-free foundations. It was they who masterminded the mad involvement of America in World War I,
and who promoted the effort to entrap our country in the
League of Nations.
Why were the world's richest men interested in establishing a World Government? Because control of the power
pinnacle of a World Government assures the ultimate
monopoly. The easiest way to control or eliminate competitors is not to best them in the marketplace, but to use the
power of government to exclude them from the marketplace.
If vou wish to control commerce, banking, transportation,
and natural resources on a national level, you must control
the federal government. If you and your clique wish to
establish worldwide monopolies, you must control a World
Government,
The motive, then, is simply the achievement of power
and control of its Siamese twin, wealth. If one understands
this, then the seeming paradox of the super-rich advocating
socialism and World Government no longer seems a paradox.
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On their way to achieving this goal, the Insiders of this
international conspiracy have not hesitated to use war, revolution, vast amounts of money, hatred, flattery, bribery,
and sex as tools for advancing their "new world order."
They care nothing for the slogans of "world brotherhood"
mouthed by their agents for public consumption. Neither
are they Communists, .though they financed both Lenin and
Trotsky in their invasion and conquest of Russia because it
suited their purposes. They saw Russian Communism as the
hammer, and finance capitalism as the anvil.
The enormously wealthy promoters of 'World Government
are not humanitarians,
they are Machiavellians. They
realize that you cannot announce to the public: "I want you
peasants to be my serfs, I Want power over your property
and thereby your life. To do this I am establishing your jail,"
This would be foolish. Instead, World Government is sold
as the royal road to peace, happiness, and prosperity; the
only alternative to atomic holocaust or ecological disaster.
The Council on Foreign Relations is the chief tool of the
Money Trust in promoting World Government. A document called Study No.7,
published by the C.F,R. on
November 25, 1959, openly advocates "building a new international order [which] must be responsive to world aspirations for peace, [and] for social and economic change . . . .
an international order . , . including states labeling themselves as 'Socialist' (Communist),"
The late James Warburg (C.F.R.), scion of the international banking family which was principally responsible
for the creation of the Federal Reserve System that controls
our money, and which also financed Lenin and Trotsky from
its New York and Frankfurt operations, told a Senate Committee on February 17, 1950: "We shall have world
government whether or not you like it - by conquest or
consent,"
Most 'Insiders, however, avoid using the term World
Government because it frightens the geese; instead they use
code phrases like "new international order" or "new world
order." But Nelson Rockefeller of the C,F.R. spelled out
quite clearly what Richard Nixon and the Insiders mean
by "new world order" in this Associated Press report dated
July 26, 1968:
New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller says as president he would work toward international creation of
a "new world order" based on East-West cooperation
instead of conflict. The Republican presidential contender said he would begin a dialogue with Red China,
if elected, to "improve the possibilities of accommodations" with that country "as well as the Soviet Union."
It can hardly be surprising that Rockefeller's chief foreign
policy advisor at the time, one Henry A. Kissinger, has since
arranged to move President Nixon toward just such accommodation and amalgamation with the Communist world.
And it is now Mr. Nixon who calls for World Government.
During his trips to both Red China and the U.S,S.R., he
called upon the Communists again and again to join him
in a "new world order." The constant repetition of that
phrase by members of the C.F.R. strains the possibility of
coincidence.
The vehicle through which these Insiders intend to impose their world dictatorship is the United Nations. Fortyseven members of the Insiders' Council on Foreign Relations
67
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were present at the founding of the United Nations in San
Francisco-including
Alger Hiss, Acting Secretary-General
at the founding meeting, Mr. Hiss was not only a member
of the C.F,R. but an agent for the Insiders' Moscow subsidiarv, Hiss and Leo Pasvolsky ( also of the C. F.R.) were
primarily responsible for writing the U.N. Charter.
But while the United Nations provides the framework
for a full-blown World Government,
it does not yet have
the power to tax, a court system with full authority, nor a
world police force to enforce the monolithic rule of Super
Brother. The C.F.R. favors investing the U.N. with all three
of these key powers-and
so does Richard Nixon." Item
Number Six of the Declaration Of Principles signed by Mr.
Nixon in Moscow on May 29, 1972, commits the United
States to turning over our arms to a U.N. Army in accordance with C,F,R. Study No.7 which provides that we
must "gradually increase the authority of the UN" until it
is headquarters
for the "new international order."
But even as the Insiders make enormous gains under
Richard Nixon in their long-standing
efforts to establish a
"new world order" there are still manv who either out of
naivete or self-interest, pooh-pooh the conspiratorial role of
the C.F.R. It is therefore important that we deal with certain of their cliches.
Cliche Number One: "The C.F,H. is made up of progressive-minded men who mean well,"
It would be a serious mistake to assume that all, or even
most, of the members of the Council on Foreign Relations
are Insiders. Anyone who has made even the most cursory
study of secret societies knows that they are organized as
circles within circles, within circles. Membership
in the
C.F.R. is by invitation only. Many undoubtedly
join for
social or business purposes and are not in the least aware
of how and why they are being used, Only the most ruthlessly ambitious and amoral are brought into the Inner
Circle. But, while the membership of the Council contains
men of relative degrees of innocence, its hierarchy is about
as innocent as Mao Tse-tung.
Many of these people are
second arid third generation conspirators, sons of the very
international financiers who founded the Council on Foreign
Relations.
Cliche Number Two: "The C,F.R. is not, as its critics
charge, a secret organization."
One can write to the Council on Foreign Relations at
58 East 68th Street, New York City 10021, and request a
copy of its Annual Report-which
will give you a list of
current members. You can also read the books, monographs,
and magazine published by the C,F,R. to confirm its commitment to "World Government."
But you cannot find out
who sets C.F.R. policy or anything at all about its internal
operation. While general meetings are open to all members,
New York magazine reports, "Invitations to attend seminar
meetings are more restricted." The New York Times adds
that "the Council's talks and seminars are strictlv off the
record, An indiscretion can be grounds for termination
or
suspension of membership .. , ."
Why the absolute secrecy if the C,F.R. has nothing to
hidc? The only answer given by C.F.R. apologists is that

""See the author's book, Richard Nixon: The Man
Mash, Western Islands, Boston, 1971, pp. 3 10-313.
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many of these briefings are presented by key government
officials. But why would government officials disclose otherwise secret information
to members of the Council on
Foreign Relations? The C. F. H. apologists can't have it both
wavs.
Cliche Number Three: "The C.F.R is a voluntary organization and has no way to force its members to follow any
particular course."
This is true as far as it goes. But only- those who are
willing to "go along" are rewarded with appointments
to
important government positions, receive the fat foundation
grants, or make it with big government contracts, Discipline
does not have to be formal to be real.
Cliche Number Four: "The C.F,H, is merely a research
and study group and does not promote any particular
policies,"
As we have shown, this is not true. All of the Council's
materials promote internationalism
and \\'orld Government,
and the c.F.R.
serves as an employment
agency for the
federal government. Once in gOH'rn mcnt , members institutc
the Council's policies.
Cliche Number Five: "The C,F.R, is a prestigious organization composed of many of America's most famous, wealthy,
and powerful men."
This is hardly a defense, Our whole point is that the
hierarchy of the Conspiracy comes from the responsible
world of the uppercase Establishment,
Remember, none of these cliches about the C,F,H, deals
with, or even attempts to excuse, its five-decade commitment to sinking American sovereignty into a "new world
order." As Thomas Jefferson once observed: "Single acts of
tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental
opinion of a
day; but a series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished
period, and pursued unalterably
through every change of
ministers, too plainly prove a deliberate, systematical plan
of reducing us to slavery."
The C.F.R. and its founders have dragged us into four
major wars in fifty years for the purpose of increasing their
own power and influence throughout the wosld. Thernembers of the Council have at the same time arranged for the
levying of intolerable taxes upon the American people to
pay for these wars, even as their own fortunes were protected in tax-free foundations. The C.F.R. has arranged for
us "to help rebuild war-torn countries" and to "industrialize
their former colonies," thus recolonizing those countries for
its own exploitation. Meanwhile, the C.F.R.-controlled
communications
media have carefully concealed these empirebuilding efforts from the general public, even as they have
worked to convince a growing number of Americans that
our traditional institutions
are inadequate
for our, present
needs, and must be discarded and replaced with the controls and regulations of the "new world order" envisioned by
the C.F.R. Insiders who intend to run it,
(To be continued)
LEAFLET

ON

CONSPIRACY

With this issue we include a Supplement advertising None
Dare Call It Conspiracy and other literature.
This Supplement is available as a leaflet which we hope, with
your assistance, will be given wide circulation.
Supplies are
free but contributions
towards costs and postages will be
appreciated.
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"After

reading

this

1001< at national

book you will

and world

events

never
in the

same way again."
John G. Schmitz
United
States
Congressman
This book clearly recognises, and documents, the linkage of International Finance and International Communism, and is
short (141 pages) and easily read; and a full grasp of its contents and implications, amongst enough people (it is proposed
to circulate thirty million copies in the U.S.A.) is the surest road to our survival. Obviously the main battle is within the
U.S.A.; but exposure anywhere helps forward that ultimate victory which is now at least in sight.

What

Informed

Americans

Say

"I wish that every citizen of every country in the free
world and every slave behind the Iron Curtain might read
this book".
Ezra Taft Benson
Former Secretary of Agriculture
"None Dare Call It Conspiracy
is an admirable job
of amassing information to prove that communism is
socialism and socialism (a plot to enslave the world) is not
'-..._./'a movement of the downtrodden but a scheme supported
and directed by the wealthiest of people.
"If enough Americans read and act upon None Dare
Call It Conspiracy,
they really can save the Republic
from the conspirators - whose plans for the destruction
of our country are galloping fast toward completion".
Dan Smoot
Former Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover
"This book concerns the way in which our nation and
other
nations are actually governed.
As Benjamin
Disraeli said, this is not the way in which most people
think nations are governed.
The whole subject of the
Insiders who so largely control our political and economic lives is a fascinating mystery.
"For the reader who is intelligent but uninitiated in the
literature of superpolitics, I can think of no better introduction to the field than None
Dare
Call
It
Conspiracy".
Dr. Medford Evans
Former Chief of Security for the
Atom Bom b Project
I copy,
"Whatever one dares to call the apparatus described
and documented in this book, he will ignore it at his peril.
1972 may well be our last chance to defuse this destructive
device. This book tells you how you can expose and
demolish it".
Dean Clarence E. Manion
Former Dean Notre Dame Law School
K.R.P. PUBLICATIONS

LTD., 245 CANN
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3 copies,

£1

25 copies,

(These prices include postage -
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10 copies,
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additional copies pro rata)
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NONE

THE NAKED CAPITALIST

DARE CALL IT TREASON
by John Stormer

by W. Cleon Skousen

The almost incredible but carefully documented
progress of Conspiracy in America.

A review and commentary on Dr. Carroll Quigley's book Tragedy
and Hope in which the author boastfully admits being a member
of a secret power group that is gaining the necessary economic
and political power to seize the human and natural resources of
the world.

story of the

It shows conclusively that a great deal of the international
disasters of the past fifty years and the continuous advance of
Communism across the world were financed and made possible
not only by the wealthiest 'capitalist' country in the world, the
U.S.A., but by some of the wealthiest 'capitalists' in that country.

The Naked Capitalist confirms that the Communist Conspiracy
is a branch of the much larger International Financial Conspiracy;
that the richest men in the world have been financing Communist
revolution and Socialist legislation; how they gained control of
the Bank of England. set up the American Federal Reserve System
and took over the press, radio and TV media.

This book is one of the best introductions to the Communist
Conspiracy. Over seven million copies were distributed in the
U.S.A.
I copy, 40p
3 copies, £1
10 copies, £2. SO
25 copies, £S
(These prices include postage. additional copies pro rata)

copy, £1
3 copies, £2.70
10 copies, £7. SO
(These prices include postage, additional copies pro rata)

THE SOCIAL CREDITER
FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC REALISM

THE POLITICS OF POVERTY

The Social Crediter is a fortnightly journal of policy, which examines current events from a standpoint of political and economic
realism. It also publishes articles and information of permanent
value. There is a reason why technological advance results only in
the replacement of poverty by slavery; why. though the huge
majority of individuals want peace, they are continually threatened
by, or involved in, war. It is to show that war and the threat of
war are the methods of the conspiracy to defeat individual progress
and freedom that the Journal is published.

An Introduction to Conspiracy
Some of the richest men in the world - the manipulators of
international finance - financed the Communist Revolution in
Russia, and have supported it ever since. Communism as elaborated in Russia is simply the prototype of the projected World
Government. to be achieved by the merging of the social and
industrial systems of Russia and the U.S.A. in the name of "peace".
The books and pamphlets listed in The Politics of Poverty contain the evidence for these assertions, as well as wider analyses
of the politico-economic ·system and suggested ways towards a
better world. "The Truth" when known widely enough "shall
set ye free".
Free on request

up to 12 copies. Additional
(This catalogue is in preparation)

ORDER

To assist new. readers. unfamiliar with the background, an explanatory booklet is included with the first issue of new subscriptions.
Subscription
rates:
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NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY
By Gary Allen
Suggestion as to Groups
This book deals succinctly with the relationship between international finance and totalitarian
forms of government and with the final objective of
World (totalitarian) Government by the financiers.
It reveals evidence supporting the claim that
conspiracy exists to foster policies tending to this
final objective. The attack is primarily directed at
the U.S.A. and Great Britain.

......
~

We believe this book to be of such importance
for us in Britain that we would welcome the formation
of "study groups" throughout the country. This could
lead to effective political action to unmask the conspirators and awaken the British to their real danger.
We have very little time to effect exposure of the conspirators but we have saved ourselves from destruction
before and can do so again. If you or a friend will take
the initiative to form such a group (for the further
study of None Dare Call It Conspiracy) please advise us
so that we may assist you from time to time with information from other parts of the country.
Get in touch with:C. R. PRESTON,
SOCIAL CREDIT SECRETP~IAT,
C/o K.R.P. Publications Ltd.,
245, Cann Hall Road,
London, Ell 3NL.

CHRISTIAN

CAMPAIGN

FOR

FREEDOM

Penrhyn Lodge,
2, Park Village East,
London, NWl 7PX

I have received a letter from Mr. John Mitchell with a copy of a
letter which he has written to the Queen. He says: "As the founder of
the Christian Campaign For Freedom, of which you are at present Chairman,
m~ I suggest that you urge supporters of the Campaign to send similar
letters of support to the Queen."
In ~

view the following,

on similar lines, would be applicable:-

nyour Majesty,
As one of your loyal subjects I beg you may not take it
amiss that I shOUld -;enture -fo address you.
.-_ .-

--

I understand that your Coronation Oath binds you to govern
by the statutes agreed in the Parliament of your realm. A
strange situation has arisen when your Parliament requests you
to give your assent to a bill which would thereafter require
you to give your assent to statutes agreed by foreigners outside your realm and with which the British Parliament would be
powerless to disagree.
I beg to offer you rolf loyal support and humble duty in
this matter in which your Majesty's people, whose consent to
the loss of their national sovereignty has not been sought,
look to their Sovereign, the fount of honour, in their
extremity.
With great respect, Ma'am, I beg to remain your trusting
and humble subject, •••••• "

------------_

.....

------Basil L. Steele
8th October,

1972

SERVITUDE - OR FREEDOM
The history of Mankind is very largely the record of
repeated attempts to extend the rule of. one group of men
-usually under the leadership of an individual despot and
his henchmen-c-over other groups, And the more widely the
world became known and the means of communication extended, so the ambition to extend such rule became more
encompassing.
Eventually the aim became World Government.
Superficially it appears that all attempts at world conquest are military attempts-usually called Imperialism.
But in fairly recent times it has become apparent that a
more far-reaching idea has been at work. This is the activity
of a behind-the-scenes grouping of ambitious and ruthless
men utilising the will-to-power of military tyrants to manipulate nations into conflict with each other, and by the
progressive· mutual annihilation of independent national
military powers to leave the manipulators in supreme world
control of money and armaments,
This attempt at World Government has two chief components:
1. Outright conspiracy, of which the most obvious aspect
is International Communism. But Communism as it appears
in public view is only the visible aspect of a much more
deep-rooted and pervasive Conspiracy,
2, International Government by financial manipulation.
These two are thoroughly interlocked, Although Communism attacks 'Capitalism', it does not ·attack International
Finance-Capitalism (which provides Communism's sinews
of war).

In None Dare Call It Conspiracy the author, Gary Allen,
a University graduate in history, relying on fully documented sources of information outlines the connection between International Financiers and their subordinate agencies
(such as the Royal Institute of International Affairs, the
Council on Foreign Relations, and the multi-million dollar
Foundations) and militant Communism, As a U,S. Congressman has written: "After reading this book, you will
never look at national and world events in the same way
again," This book has proved highly convincing to readers
and has already achieved sales of millions, It has 'been published to make knowledge of the Conspiracy so wide-spread.
as to defeat the current supreme attempt to consummate
within about the next four years the objective of total and
perpetual World Government by Governors appointing their
own successors, The success of conspiracy depends on secrecy
and a denial of its own existence through ridicule of the
very idea. Exposure, on a sufficiently wide scale, entails

.de£eat._._~_------.-.--_- ..
_.-. ---.--_._.--'-Some readers of None Dare Call It Conspiracy, however,
infer that there is no alternative to success of the Conspiracy
now possible. This really means that they can see no alternative; and this is because knowledge of possible alternatives
is actively suppressed, through conspiratorial control of the
mass media. "Control of finance and control of the media
are concentric".
To meet this situation, B, W, Monahan has written a
sort of companion book-Alternative
to Disaster-to
show
in more detail the financial aspect of the Conspiracy, and
how an understanding of this aspect points the way to an
alternative to Communist slavery,
Because this aspect is technical, it is harder to grasp
than the political mechanisms of conspiracy. Moreover,
finance has for so long been shrouded in mystery, and has
propagated so many myths concerning so-called economic
theory, that it requires an effort to arrive at an unprejudiced

view of the nature and purpose of economic activity. Such
activity is propagandised as an end in itself for which mankind exists. Thus we have the contemporary notion of "economie management"-which really means "people manageinent"--or· MORE GOVERNMENT as a transition to
TOTAL WORLD GOVERNMENT,
In fact, however, the economic system could quite easily
be re-orientated to make "people management" increasingly
less possible-to set all people progressively free from the
bondage of "economic management",
The alternatives NOW-the issue will be finally decided
in the next few years-is total world slavery or, by the
defeat of the Conspiracy, a resumption of Mankind's advance
towards a higher civilisation of free individuals and
blossoming culture. This would be a fulfilment of the
promise of Grreco-Roman-Christian civilisation, whose
achievements and monuments are the glory of Man,
Nobody can opt out of this alternative at this stage, except
by committing suicide, To do nothing will be to become
despoiled of property, and enslaved as in other Communist
countries, Progressive Income Tax and confiscatory Death
Duties were directives of the Communist Manifesto, and
were endorsed by Lord Stamp of the British Treasury. They
are now, of course, .orthodox economic policy-fiscal
management of the 'economy, and of people.
The industrial machine will be the instrument either of
this slavery, through' the' mechanisms divulged by Gary
Allen; or of freedom through modifications to finance and
accountancy, such as are indicated in principle in Alternative
to Disaster.
There is an alternative to disaster. The most important
thing first is to recognise, expose, and denounce the Conspiracy; but for some this will be easier in the light of the
knowledge that an economic alternative to government by
threat of starvation, backed by force as in already Communist-control1ed countries, is indeed possible,

Read and digest these books, and persuade as many
others as you can to persuade still others, Knowledge of the
Conspiracy should spread as an infectious disease spreadsby repeated individual contacts. Sufficiently. wide-spread
understanding will itself defeat the Conspiracy. Following
that defeat, essential economic reforms will necessarily be
introduced, for obstructing such reforms is a presently
essential part of the Conspiracy,
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